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Student Consent Not Necessary
Objective information regarding a
student's record- including the fa ct
that he has withdrawn from a
class-may be relea sed without
consent of the student.
Dean of Students Da r yl Hagie made
that statement this week following
much confusion and ~riticism of
faculty members who released signed
statements at the end of fall quarter
concerning the fact that Associated
Student Preside_nt Clint Hill had
dropped a number of his classes.
Hagie added, however, that
objectivity depends to an extent on
the purpose for which the information
is sought. Along with President
Emerson Shuck, Hagie also stressed
the importance of preserving the
confidential relationship between

stude nt and college .
Registrar Donald G. Ma nson
advised that while records are
a vailabl e
to fac u lty a nd
administrative officers, his office

does not release in forma tion to
anyone ·else without consent of the
student.
In referri ng to the recent incident
involving student records, Manson

Pres Hill Responds to Charges
Clint Hill, Associated Studen ts
president, in an interview at his office
last week, said that the facts
pertaining to his withdrawal from
some of his classes during fall
quarter have been misrepresented.
The matter of class withdrawal,
Hill said, was not a whimsical, spurof-the-moment undertaking, but the
result of a decision arrived at after
having received counseling

subsequent to a chain of events that
left him unable to fully cope with his
heavy schedule.
In discussing his decision, Hill said
that during a period in late October
a id early November, at a time when
!Je was . deeply involved in
A.S.-spen~ing as many as six to
twelve hours a day at the office, thus
neglecting his marriage. His wife left
(Continued on Page 2)

said that Clint Hill's grades were
obtained from faculty members by an
A.S. officer in what appeared to be an ·
underhanded method . He didn ' t
elaborate further.
Manson also stated that Hill
withdrew from his classes for serious
personal rea sons and the resulting
situation has caused him a great deal
of embarrasment.
The fo llowing regulations are those
most relevant to the current campus
climate : ·
1. Whe n a student enters a college
or university and provides the
institution with pe rsonal information
to fac ilita te the educational process,
a relationship of confidentiality is
established between the student and
( Continued on Page 2)
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. 'Magic Bus' Termed Successful
[

r

.

STUDENTS BOARDING THE 'MAGIC BUS' take advantage of the
Associated Students' answer to icy roads and limited campus parking.
The bas service, contracted by the Spokane City Lines, has been in
operation for a week and has met with instant success, even causing its
originators to begin to worry about making a profit for their non-profit
organization.

'Magic Bus' Service from Spokane to Cheney
and back again has bee n a definite success, as
t e rm e d by John Allen, off-campus
representative, who took part in the
deve lopment of the service.
Approximately 213 tickets have been sold for
the half quarte r , and it is not known yet how
many single tickets have been sold, but
communters agree that the buses are full
almost a n the time.
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Leaves
Spokane
11:30 A .M .

!

2:30 P .M.
3:00 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
6:30 P.M.
11 :00 A.M.
11:30 P.M.
12:00 P.M.
~ at Howard and Riverside (approximately)
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Leave1
Cheney
12:00 Noon

Arrives
Spokane*
12:30 P.M .
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Several times the buses have been late
a rriving in Cheney making many of the riders
late for morning classes. «But they're going to
see what they can do ," said John Allen.
The people of Che ney may take these buses.
but it is not on a first come first serve basis,
said Allen . "We are catering to the students ."
There will be no advertising of the rides for
towns people . If a profit is made by the school.

it will have to be limite d exclusively to the
students.
The entire idea originated with Bi ll Mustard,
a nd in his own words, it has been a "fantastic
success, better than we could have hoped for. "
The exac t number of riders since the syte m
bega n has not been determined as of yet, but
soon will be , said Allen. He, too, agrees that the
system up until now has been a definite
success.
Starting this weekend , there will be a trial
run of a bus on Saturday for students who live
in Spokane and would like to use the libra ry
facilities he re in Cheney, and for students
living in the dorms who would like to ride into
Spokane. It will be run for three weeks to see
how it works out on the schedule at the left .
This schedule will be run for three weeks a t
least to determine the success of such a
schedule.
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INDIFFERENCE SHOWS
All of the with it .college
students-the ones of the new, better
informed,
more
involved
generation-know that student power
1s the power that moves the
establis
Their only dilemma is to discover
hpw best to go about it. The
alternatives are simple. You either
mpve outside the established means,
tear them down and build your own,
or you move within them.
Students elsewhere tried the first
method. They found out it led
inevitably t_o iumpy heads and bloody
nose. They fought back for a while,
until the fight got a Ii ttle too rough
and some of their own started killing
off their buddies. Maybe now is the
time for the second.
There is a paid position open within
student government that could be one
of
the
most
potent
on
campus- legislative action chairman.
All that is needed is one of the new,
better informed, more involved
generation, but such a commodity
seems to be hard to come by around

here it seems. Though the job has
been open since the beginning of the
quarter, it has not been filled ,
It is through the voice of this
person that the voice of the students
emse ves
an ma e
heard in the state legislature. And it
is the state legislature that will, this
term, consider such items as tuition
and fee increases, limiting
enrollment and bills on how to keep
the students in line.
Yet there seems to be no one to take
the job. The legislative action
chairman travels frequently to
Olyrnpia to speak directly to the
legislators. He (or she) will be in
touch with similar persons on the
other campuses· throughout the state,
aiding in coordinating a unified
student front to present a unified
student view to the men who will
control the destiny of the colleges in
the state. He will be the vojce to the
student~ telling them what their
legislature is doing.
Yet there seems to be no one to take
the job.
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HILL AFFIRMS FREE PRESS
Not onl

is it chea er but more
convenient.
··- ____....,

Just after the speech by F. Lee
Bailey last fall, A.S. President Clint
Hill made a statement that has come
to mean more than he was given
credit for when he made it.
''I learned something from Bailey's
speech," Hill said. "He said that no
matter how biased, bow unfair or how
sensational the mass· news media
may be, . its freedom must not be
impaired if we are to insure a free
society."
While The Easterner does not feel it
has been biased or unfair in its
treatment of Hill in the past, it would
be understandable (though perhaps
not justified) if Hill were to regret
• uttering those words.
Yet, at the last meeting of the
Publications Commission, Hill

reaffirmed his belief in that
statement. Certain members of the
Commis~ion felt some kind of
censuring action should be taken for
what they felt were unwarranted
attacks on Hill in The Easterner.
Hill, however, stood up and said
that, though he too felt the paper had
been unne~essarily harsh on him, he
did not feel any action should be taken
against the newspaper.
Hill and the Easterner have not
always agreed about everything. But
he must be admired for his ability to
allow those differences to take second
place to his conviction that the press
should be allowed to remain free to
report what it feels the comn1unity
has a right and a need to know.

Letters to the Editor
3) I did not agree the student
legislature could not write a
guideline for the Focus, only that
Editor,
it
could not select the editor. I was
While I defend the ri ght of Paul
and
am consistent in that position.
Wilson and Dennis Brandt to'
4) I ha ve consistently supported,
comment upon my actions as A. S.
and
pushed for, a peaceful
Vice President, I believe, in all
decision-ma
king process and
fairness, those comments should
warned that to frustrate such a
be accurate.
1) Their letter speaks. of a bid process could cause v~olence.
for A. S. President on my part. I Their refere nce to my statement
am no longer a candidate for A. S. of January 4th is a distortion of the
point made in it: that I am pushing
President.
for
a peaceful decision making
2) The A. S. Council did not
process
that responds to
approve the Student Publications
Commission Statement two legitimate requests and
months ago. It was passed last greiva nces of students. Believing
the statement is fts own best
year.

El I is Retorts

defense I request that you reprint
it in full with this letter.
Bruce Ellis,
A. S. Vice President
(Editor's Notes: Excerpts from
that statement follow .)
. . Those of us in student leadership
positions who have attempted to
use the system to adopt a Student
Bill of Rights have found that
often the domineering personality
of administrators blocks the
efforts of campus leaders ...More
often, the outright disregard and
disrespect of members of the
faculty, administration and Board
of Trustees for students creates an

atmosphere that causes student
leaders to "what's the use?"
The deletion of the student
rights, responsibilities and
conduct code causes me to ask
"what's the use?" We have used
the peaceful decision making
process to its full extent and found
it does not work. There are but
two choices left. To give up and
drop out as so m&1ny "Hippies'~
have done, or to use the
alternative to the peaceful
decision making process,
violence, as more and more
students urge. How I wish we had
a peaceful decision making
process that responded to the

legitimate requests
greivances of students.

and

Who Decides?
Editor,
Young men have no voice in
deciding when we shall go to war;
they have no voice in deciding who
shall be drafted to fight the war. I
would propose that w~ change the
draft in the following way.
When a boy becomes 18, he
would register for the draft. When
a ci~izen reaches the income of
$41,000 (congressional salary) he
registers for the draft. Each boy
(Continued on page 8)
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St at us Cle are d
(Continued from page 1)

-

the institution. This relationship of
confidentially is equally applicable to
information generated during a
student's enrollment.
The development of mutual trust
between a student and an institution
is essential to the educational process
and to the development of the
individual student as an educated
person. When information acquired
for the basic purpose of facilitating
the educational process is made
available to private individuals,
public agencies or investigatory
bodies without the student's consent,
the basic purpose for acquiring the
information is compromised.
2. The concept of a confidential
relationship between the student and
his college is supported by the
principles of freedom of speech,
freedom of association and the right

of privacy. Students, as other
citizens, are entitled to hold
unpopular views, to engage in lawful
assembly and to participate in lawful
protests without fear of reprisal.
If students are to gain a genuine
respect for the constitution and a
commitement to the protection of the
rights of citizenship, they must learn
from their own experience that these
rights are never abridged without due
cause.
3. Objective information of a public
nature will be provided without a
singed release by the stkent.

4. The general principles of
academic freedom are accepted as
governing the relationships within the
entire college community while legal
obUgations and responsibilities are .
recognized.

Reasons Given For Dropping
(Continued from page 1)

him, (they have since reconciled
their differences), he injured his
shoulder (an accident which brought
about the incomplete in SCUBA), be
was involved with a continuing feud
with the A.S. Vice President and be
made the decision to seek counseling.
Hill said he did not work in secret,
nor was his course of action
''unbeknownst." He said he worked
through and with the help of faculty
and administra tion - recei vi ng
counseling from the counseling center
and from Dr. Daryl Hagie, dean of
students, who says he believes Hill
made "a wise choice."
Hill acknowledged that the student
body in general had no way of
knowing of his current accademic
standing, but said that many of his
fellow officers were well aware of
it-that his situation was becoming

common knowledge. Secretary
Verdene Jenks said "He never made
any secret of it."
The question of Hill's presidential
eligibility was decided not so much on
academic standing as on the official
definition of a student. Dr. HenryYork Steiner, dean of undergraduate
programs, defines a student as being
"one who is involved in studies with
the faculty of the college.''
In a more complete definition,
Registrar Donald G .. Manson says,
''The student would continue to be
classified as a student as long as he
was officially registered and the
quarter was in session. A student
remains a student as long as there is a
·· faculty-student
relationship .. .The
assignment of an incomplete grade
does not terminate the facultystudent relationship,"

f
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Evans' Pinch Felt At Eastern
Effects of Governor Daniel Evans' budget request for the 197172 biennium will be a ge~eral state-wide tightening of the belt,
with the state's four-year colleges, including Eastern, feeling
their share of the pinch.
Eastern's president Emerson Shuck outlined those pinches
hich will apply to Eastern. Included are a raise in tuition (from
120 per quarter to $149), a limit on fun9ed enrollment, a halt to
11 building not yet begun (with one exception) and no salary
ncreases for either faculty or staff.
Dr. Shuck said the tuition accept more than the limits, no
aise of 24.1 per cent over funds will be allocated for them.
resent levels would lie the The college will continue to
irst step of a two-part raise.
receive funds for growth in health
or the second year of the sciences, Shuck said.
iennium, tuition would go up
Construction throughout the
t $165 per quarter for a
state colleges has been halted on
esident student, a · 10. 7 per all buildings not..yet begun, Shuck
ent increase over the first
ear's tuition. The total raise
will represent a 95 per cent
i crease from the fees charged remaining portion to the physical
just . last year when education complex here .
registration could be
This does not include iniernal
campus beautification, Shuck
,; mpleted for $88 per quarter.
Shuck said the majority of the said, such as the planned
dditional money collected would Patterson Mall, which will b!~
o to the state's general fund and funded out of
er
e ac o e co ege.
than general funds.~_
·
h
Part of Evans' proposal for the
SaIary mcreases
ave been
c'ollegc includes an immediate halted, also. The only salary
ise In out-of-state fees to $440 increases allowed will be those
r quarter ($1,360 per year) for already promised under the
n wly enrolled students. Presently present biennium budget. Shuck
e rolled out-of-state students said a person receiving $5,000 per
ould face a raise of $71 per y~r at the beginning of the
q arter next year, to $311.
biennium will be receiving $5,000
For the second year of the per year at the end of the
b ennium, the fees would be $288, biennium, with no provisions for a
'
ith an eventual limit of $440. The cost of living rise.
Shuck added that the budget was
o t-of-state upper limit on fees is
b sed on estimated out-of-state only a request from the governor
ket cost to the state to educate . and still.must be approved by the
a tudent, Shuck said.
legislature. Evans, in his State Of
In contrast to the State Council The State message in which he
o
Rig.her Education's announced his budget proposal,
r commendations, Evans' asked said that every time he has
t t fees at the two state proposed a budget since he has
u iverslties remai.n at a higher been governor the legislature has
.enacted appropriations in excess
le el than the state colleges.
nrollment will be limited to of his request. ,
But Shuck said he expected the
6, 5 full fee-paying students
d ring the first year and 6,750 for actual budget to be close to the
governor's proposal even if it is
th second year of the biennium.
hough the college is free to changed.
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Win Touch At Olympia

nother session of the state
le islature is underway in
01 mpia, and i~ Cheney, key
.E stern officials are making a
c rdinated effort to insure that
th ir needs receive the best
po$sible consideration.
his comes amid uncertainty
an tension over fears of the
eff cts of a possible ''tax-payers'
re olt,' ' and the long-range
im act that this might have on
bu getary -appropriations for the
sta e's campuses.
'11hus far, there have been
se~ ral "low-key" meetings with ,
le slators and educators from the
sta e's other four-year colleges,
sai Dr. Boyd C. Mills, chairman
of Eastern's legislative affairs
sub ommittee and administrator '
of the community college
pro ram.
N w that the session is in
pro ress, the pace of the meetings
is e pected to increase, and so is
the tension. Kenneth Kennedy
dir c t or of plan n ing a nd
dev lopment, is the quarterback
for the administration's lobbying
acti ities, and he will be meeting
al ost weekly with other
edu ators and legislators in
01 pia.
0 her members of Eastern's
tea include President Emerson
Shu k, Business Manager Fred
Joh s and Dr. Vincent Stevens,
bea of the faculty committee. In
addi ion, there are ope~ings for
thl'e students on the •e,i;panded
legi lative affairs subcommittee,
said r. Mills.
Mi ls pointed out several ways
in Wjhich the college community
can_ \stay abreast of legislative
acti ities. Kennedy library will be
rece ving copies of various bills as
soon s they are printed, and there
will be a legislative ''hot line"
ever Tuesday morning in the
Che ey City Hall auditorium.
I

A concert by nationally known Seals a nd
Crofts highlights this week) .musical fare
Saturday night in the Pence l Union Building
multi-purpose room. The week y offer ing in the
PUB den will be " Apple Glaiss," a Spokane
based rock and jazz group. They will perfor m
tomorrow and Friday from 18-11 p.m. and
Saturday from 6-8 p.m.
Herb Jones, Associated Stu' ents activities
vice-president, said, " Seals a d Crofts are a
cross between Simon and
arfunkel, and
Crosby, Stills, Nash and Yo ng. They are
probably only a year away fro becoming one

Jimmy Seals and Dash Crofts a re California based and come here from a television
appearance on the Ian and Sylvia Show in Lm
Angeles. The two have two albums · on t he
market at present, "Seals and Crofts," ant
"Down Home."
A Spokane group, "Concord Green ," will lea<
off the concert. Jones describes the trio's worl
as " folk music,." Playing with Seals and Cr oft~
will be bass player Jimmy Rolloston , wht
Jones calls " one of th2 best in the business."
Admission is 50 c~nts for students with I.D.
cards and $1 for the general public. There is no

.,, u I t ·, chanrge rorTthe·,wgeehklytseerines in Uthe deen.
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The recent state-wide tight ning of food
stamp regulations will appare tly have little
effect on the eligibility of low- ncome college

student. It did bring to light a number of stamp
.users whose well-to-do parents could easily
afford to help them.

s~t~u~d=e~nt~s~,;a;c~c;o~rd~i~n~g~
· t~o~p~r~o~g~r;a~m~Q~ff;i c~i;a~ls;·~ fffc~-__JOnee~)i...j~~~'-ft~1:ct~rns-pr~~~
--One of the nev..• regula tions p1 ovides tmttl~~-that the
Ted 'Nagner, with the administrative office
of the Spokane food stamp progrkm , confirmed
parents of single students under 21 may be
,I
contacted
for verification of the student' s
Monday that some.of the regulatJions governing
emancipation, and in the event the parents can
the stamps have been changed. ije said that the
provide support the student would be ineligible
changes will both help and hinder the student,
for food stamps.
but the overall situation will be el ssentially the
same.
Wagner emphasized that the price scale has
The new rules were put into effect, he says,
not been changed . " The biggest difference," he
after a federal audit of one of tile Washington says, " is in the .handling of scholarships, loans
state counties failed to produce a 1single eligible and income. "

. - - - - - - - -..a t : - - - - - - - - ·
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SealsAnd Crofts Here Saturday

The hot line will enable any
interested person to talk directly
with the three sixth district
legislators-State Senator Sam
Guess, and State Representatives
A. J. "Bud" Pardini, and J. C.
Kopet. Pardini serves as House
majority caucus coordinator, and
Guess is expected to play a major
role in matters relating to
education. His bill, dealing with
student rights and campus unrest
is already the source of much
controversy.
What will happen in Olympia?
East ern's " lobbyists" are
reluctant to make any definite
predictions, but one thing is
certain Kennedy said,- like it or
not, higher education is in the
legislative spotlight.''

P rimary elections will be neld
today for the seven open positions
on the Associated Students
Legislature.
Polls, located in the lobby of
Pence Union · Building, Tawanka
Commons and Kennedy Library,
will be open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Candidates for Cheney position 6
are Randy Waldher and Doug
Sienknecht, for position 9 are Sue
Saling and Terry Str~ tton, with
Jim DeWalt, Paul Parker and
Kristi Piccioni competing f6r
position 12.
Spokane positions 8 pits Gary
Zodrow and John Daughters
against each other and St.an
Phipps and James Kjeldsen vie for i
position 11.
On Campus has Tom Miller,
Joey Raugust and Frank Griffith
going .for position 7, with Becky
Lafer, Ingrid Bandt and Harry
Runnels racing for position 10.
Students must present student
identification cards at 1the. polls.

The Easterner

INClUOES: •Stereo P1onograph!
• AM/FM Stereo Tuner!
• Two separate d ynamic · peakers!
• Protect ive moided dust cover!

• 4,speed BSR record changer'! • Vernier slide-r ule tuning!
• Rich walnut cabinetry! • AFq for drift-free FM tuning!
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SMC Supports Students
For AS Primary Election
Eastern's chapter of the Student
Mobilization Committee ·against
the Vietnam war has formulated a
platform and will endorse three of
their members for the Associated
Students' primary election, said
John Daughters, a spokesman for
the group. The announcement
followed a meeting Thursday in
the PUB.
Daughters said the move
represents a direct challenge to
the present student government,
which the committee has labeled
"inefficient and ineffective."
The three candidates and the
positions which they are seeking
are: James Kjeldsen, off-campus
Spokane (position 11); Steve
> ' .
Dennis, off-campus Cheney
(position 12); and John Daughters,
off-campus Spokane (position 8).
Kjeldsen has been a VISTA
_ _ _ _ ____,_vo=l=u=n=te=e=r'-'---"'a.n A
i n
i n '
Service Committee member, and
an S.M.C. organizer.
Dennis is the election
coordinator for the candidates,
and he has been active in local
political campaigns.
Daughters, a former student at
the University of Washingtort, has
been a delegate to the most recent
King County Democratic
convention
and he was a
candidate for King · County
precinct committeeman .
All of the candidates consider
themselves "student activists,"
and base their challenge primarily
on an expressed desire to "bring
the war on campus by means of
student organizing and activities,' '
Daughters said. He stressed the
activist but non-violent role of the
committee, noting that the
candidates did not seek the
"overthrow "
of student
government. Instead, Daughters
said, the candidates seek merely
the "full implementation of all the
resources available to the
students, so that they may gain
'

C

\

control of their own future."
The committee spokesman also
said the present leadership in
student government did not seem
to be capable of bringing any
action to bear on the vital
problems of the students.
In addition to the SMC's
opposition to the Vietnam war,
Daughters announced that the
main features of the platform
applying to Eastern specifically
are: A resolve to gain an
articulate student voice on the
curriculum and tenure committee,
a desire to press again for a
student "bill of rights," which was
recently rejected by the Board of
Trustees, and a firm intention to
have an active student
government which will reflect
student objectives.

....
Circulated

Beginning this week , students,
faculty and staff will be able· to
check out pictures at Kennedy
Library said Sue Wallace audiovisual librarian.
Part of the Gary Abernathy
Memorial Collection , which also
contains · poetry books, these
pictures are reproductions of
prints, paintings and posters
which were donated by a library
staff member and have been
mounted and laminated by the
IMC Graphics Lab .
Adjustable hangers may also be
checked out at the circulation desk
along with the loan art, which will
circulate for one month.
Modern art, with emphasis upon
German . expressionism,
dominates this growing collection
of over 100 titles, which is located
opposite the reference desk.
Bookplates designed by Bruce
Beal, art department faculty
member, are an added feature.

Japanese Art Display
AtHargreaves Gallery
You can walk through the snow
to look at the rainbows if you stop
by the Hargreaves Gallery to see
the seriographs by the Japanese
artist Ay-0, part of a display of
silk screenings brought to Eastern
through the efforts of Marianna
Hamilton, gallery director.
Miss Hamilton, who has
exhibited her own work at two
shows in the area, one in Spokane
and one in Clarkston, Idaho is
enthusiastic about the gallery
showings which give a rt viewers
in this area an opportunity to see
the work of well known artists in
various mediums . Currently
teaching a class i11 water color,
Miss Hamilton is also interested in
Batik, which is a method of
displaying color on fabric and tiedying. She participated in a twoman Batik exhibit in September .
Questioned about a large oil
painting in her ,office, s he said, " I
did that when I first came to
Eastern about three years ago.
The strong colors probably
indicate my background," Miss
Hamilton has a Master of Fine
>Git<. .

:~.~~,-,.

Arts degree from the University of
Arizona and enjoys Mexican art.
Through her contracts in
Arizona and California, her home
she has arranged the seriograph
showing and one . to begin in
February which will include color
photographs taken in Mexico and
watercolors, both by Lez L. Haas,
former head of the University of
Arizona art department.

ch ora Ie D1es
•·

The ROTC Chorale, an exclusive
men's singing group, has been
dropped from the ROTC
curriculum due to la ck of
participation, said Col. An~y
Pribnow, ROTC dept chr.
Now donning a new name, The
Male Chorus, the organiza tion is
now under the music department,
said Dr. Richard Householder,
director of choral activities. All
students and faculty members
have been invited to participate.
Meetings are each Tuesday and
Thursday at 3:40 p.m. in M216,
Creative Arts Building.

().Mi('.-i)' lll( Y.M()i#X.~

Applications D~:--n- Students who are in need of each year taught until the
financial assistance, either now or complete loan is amortized.
in the future, should contact the Undergraduates may borrow up to
Financial Aids Office during the $1,000 and graduates up to $2,500
month of January, according to per academic year.
·
Mrs. Sue Shackette, assistant
The Federally Insured Student
director of financial aids.
Loan differs in many respects. It
Although funds for many is not based on need, the interest
programs have been exhausted for rate is higher, and the private
the current year, there are still lending institution approves or
two government-sponsored or disapproves the loan.
guaranteed programs available.
A survey of five major lending
These are the National Defense institutions in Spokane revealed
Student Loans and the Federally that some do not make any loans
Insured Student Loans obtained under this program. Some make
from a private lending institution. loans to juniors and above, some
The National Defense Student . to sophomores and above, but none
Loan is based on need, and if a of those contacted made loans to
person qualifies, is by far the most freshmen.
desirable loan· from the viewpoint
This is discouraging to
of cost-three percent versus freshmen, but only five of the
seven per cent interest, the many institutions available. were
special cancellation clauses contacted, and it is possible for the
involved, and the eligibility of
freshmen for benefits.
Application procedures are
time-consuming, said Mrs .
Shackette. Part of the process
requires the completion of a
confidential statement, which
must be forwarded to College
This week's Associated Students
Scholarship Services at Berkeley. sponsored movie Sunday will be
This requires approximately six shown twice instead of the
weeks. The necessity for making scheduled single showing
application during January and ''because of the great response we
February cannot be over- are getting for the movies,' ' said
emphasized, she said. Upon return Herb Jones, A. S. activities viceof this form, Eastern determines president.
eligibility and the amount of
The movie, "Camelot," stars
assistance to which the student is Richard Harris and Vanessa
entitled.
Redgrave. Admission is 25 cents
The National Defense Student for the 7 and 9 p.m. showings in
Loan oarries both a teacher and Pence Union Building multiarmed services' cancellation purpose room.
clause.
The story depicted in· the movie
If a student enters the armed concerns King Arthur and the
services uqon termination or Knights of the Round Table and
graduation, his loan will be their adventures in medieval
cancelled at the rate of 12.5 per England.
cent for each year of service up to
three years.
STUDENTS - Europe for Christ~
And if he enters teaching, IO per
mas, Easter or summer? Em•
cent of his loan for each year
ployment opportunities, charter
flights, discounts. Write for in•
taught up to five years - may be
formation (air mail) Anglo
cancelled. If the teaching is done
American
Association. 601 Pyle
in a low income area, 15 per cent
Street, Newport I. W., England.
of the loan may be cancelled for

Camelot
·s unday

right person, with the proper sales
pitch, sufficiently motivated, to
convince any reasonable
businessman that he should make
an exception in the particular
student's case.

In general, requirements for
obtaining this loan are legal
resident of the state, 12 hours or
more of college instruction, and a
g.p.a. of 2.0 or above , Mrs.
Shackette said. Students may
apply for loans up to $1,000 per
year for undergraduates and
$1 ,500 per year for graduates for a
total of $7,500.
If the total family income
exceeds $15,000 per year, the
student pays the 7 per cent
interest as it accrues. If the
income is less than this amount,
the interest is paid by the
government. The student has .a
grace period of nine months after
termination or graduation before
it is necessary to start repaying
the loan.

he Oldest "HONDA" Dealenhf
In The Northwest
P•rts - Acce11orles -

;,' ~

SALE

i

Outstanding Bargains

9

Thru Saturday, Jan.23

OWL PHARMACY
AT 2ND AND F STREETS

POLARIS-::--SK IDOO
SNOWMOBILES
TWO LOCATIONS
6310 E. Sprague KE 5·3679
4514 N. Division HU 7-4166

, ,,,,,,,

VOTE SMC
STEVE DENNIS
OFF CAMPUS CHENEY POSITION NO. 12

JIM KJELDSEN
OFF CAMPUS SPOKANE POSITION NO. 11

JOHN DAUGHTERS
OFF CAMPUS SPOKANE POSITION NO. 8

Student Mobi I iation Committee
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, , ,,, ,,,,~,

0111

SUPER SERVICE TOOi

.)M(;'*PS(:~ , . . . . ,

COST OF LIVING

I A
I1S~--",,' ,,

PATTERSON HALL, PHASE II, is nearly complete and ready for occupancy. Workmen are presently
finishing up the inside and have removed the partition which until now have isolated Phase n from the already
in use Phase I. The second section should be open and in use spring quarter.
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Notes From Th·e ,·u nderground'
by Patrick J. Quiggle

with determination and a lot more
for the city and the people. He is
In his twenties, Jere · Kineen
than just thrift. He doesn't just pinch
remarkably kind to the Spokane Daily
money. He strains and filters it
Chronicle and the SpQkesman
(pronounced Jerry Ki-nean) already
enough to make a pollution expert
Review. That is, Kineen is kind to the
has a head of naturally gray hair. He
is hardly what you would expect an
envious.
owners and rnaybe even to some of
''underground" editor to look like.
Kineen would be the first to tell you
the editors. But his irri'8tion
But in fact, Jere Kineen owns and is
that he is no hero or mai-'tyr. Selling
increases the closer he gets to tne
Editor-in-Chief of The Provincial
personal items in order to fiance a
working, writing staff.
Press newspaper in Spokane.
newspaper is nothing new to an age
Kineen goes on to explain that he
whose heroes began by eating pigeons
thinks writers and reporters really
From 10 until 5 on weekdays,
' Kinnen continues what Russ Nobbs
in Paris while setting type for the
determine the news. If any
Paris Review or the TransAtlantic
newspaper is full of accident reports
formerly attempted-namely, the
Review. But Kineen and his staff are
and trivial accounts of society
impossible. He edits and directs a
very unique people when compared
people-about-town it is because
twice monthly publication without
with certain others, Others possibly a
reporters have seen fit to write it, or
any money. His staff alternates
somewhere between enthusiasm and
because the reporters just haven't the
little closer to home.
insomnia in order to present
In the Provincial Press offices on
guts to write what they really think is
alternative news coverage to the
important. Kineen talks about
Browne Street in Spokane Kineen
"Ingrown Empire."
shuttles from· phone to press type to
possibly running a short satire-like
What most editors do with money
society page in his paper just to spoof
typists to tourists. He talks about
and a paid staff, Kineen attempts
it.
_____
Spokane and about what his hopes are
- --=-------------e;== = = ~- - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - Contributing Writer

What Kineen really considers to be
newsworthy are articles on
Gonzaga' s ' 'Steel Teepee' ' of an
Indian Center, the new north-south
freeway in Spokane, the Vie~am
War, Nursing-Home abuses in the
Spokane area, and administrative
violations by college financial aid
offices.
In a brown leather jacket at his
desk, Kineen looks like a union
painter who has been spray-painting
homes with white exterior latex. His
hair is practically all gray. It isn' t
very long, and his mustache is
likewise. But it is difficult to decide
what color are his eyes.
Kineen definitely carries himself
like Ralph Nader. His body is thin and
his shoulders slightly stoop forward.
Jere Kineen_definitely looks forward .
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ExpClns.ion Plans LP Kinks KEWC FM Expanding
A re Reviewed
Review Educational Features
by Mary Grafious
The product of a three-year
.study of Eastern's future campus
needs is being reviewed by the
Community and Development
Committee, composed of staff,
faculty,
and
student
representatives, with the aid of
Environmental Con~ern, Inc.,
Spokane firm of architects and
planners.
Four alternative plans have
been prepared by the Spokane
firm to meet possible growth in
student enrollment of up to 20,000.
Plan One showed the present
capipus as it is. Plan two depicted
possible expansion of building in
that part of the present campus
lying east of Washington Street, to
provide facilities for an
enrollment of 12,CNH); Plan Three
also provided facilities for 12,000,
but made more extensive use of
land west of Washington street;
Plan Four called for purchase of
additional land west of
Washington
street
and
development of a cam pus to care
for up to 20,000.

for more expansion west of that
street.''
Drawings of all four plans will
be exhibited, probably in the PUB,
so that students and faculty will
have an opportunity to study them
and communicate to the
committee their ideas on the
future direction of the campus.
All four plans call for what
might be termed a "bastion" type
of campus. An aerial view would
show an outer ring of parking lots,
an inner access arterial, then
classroom buildings, followed by
an inner walking path, and a core
of more buildings.
Student representatives were
asked for comment and Jim
Hansen said, "I think that parkjng
is of greater concern to the
students than academic buildings.
Some of us have doubts about
putting parking lots on the town
side of the campus because of the
necessity for taking people's
homes away from them."

Services Honor
Dr. M. L K.ing

"We expect the slowed rate of
growth at Eastern and other
schools to remain about the same
for two or three years. This will
mean that when presently funded
building is completed, we will be
pretty well caught up with our
needs," said Kenneth Kennedy,
director of planning and
development.
"Our plans to request funds for
a computer building - will be
postponed for several years. Tlie
tight state budget will not provide
for any new building in the next
biennium," Facilities Director
Wayne Loomis, said.
"If construction of this building
had begun next year as hoped
earlier," he said, "it would have
necessitated an immediate
decision as to whether to
concentrate the campus east of
Washington Street or to plan now

FOR RENT
2 bedroom duplex units, sharing
students, reserve one for Feb•
ru,ry and March occupancy. All
units fully carpeted, drapes, Clf•
port. All appliances Including
wesher end dryer. $140.00 $150.0Q per month. Come in

or call

CHENEY REALTY, INC.
235-6191

401 Flnt St.

Cheney, Wash. ,

Campus radio station KEWC

by Larry Snider

Memorial services honoring Dr.
Martin Luther King are scheduled
for Friday, January 15 at 2:30
p.m., said Harold K. Stevens,
Division Dean of Arts and Letters.
Services will be held in the
multi-purpose room B in the
Pence Union Building.
There will be two speakers
attending: Mr. Thomas Kennedy
of the Washington State Board.of
Discrimination, and Dr. Emerson
Shuck, President.
All students and faculty are
invited to attend.

Contributing Writer

The Kinks have long been a
major voice in the kingdom of
rock music. Songs like "You
Really Got Me," ''Tired Of
Waiting" and "Sunny Afternoon"
were all catchy tunes that brought
forth writer and vocalist Ray
Davies' evolution into one of the
finest young commentators on our
world today.
Davies' and the Kinks' latest
album released, Lola vs
Powerman
and
the
Moneygoround, presents their
most up to date and powerful
statements yet on record. And
most of it comes wrapped in a -fine
musical coating.
The album could be interpreted
as a commentary with a twofold
design. Side One is Davies' look at
the music business and the hassles
coming from taking part in such a
lowly position in it as a rock artist.
"Denmark Street" attacks the
publishers, the pleadingly forceful
''Get Back in the Line'' (one of the
albums' gems) frowns on the role
of the 'union man,' "Top of the
Pops" illustrates the way to the
'hit' song with those hard rocking
guitar licks we' ve all heard
before, and "Moneygoround"
talks of just that.
Side Two has Davies' lyrics and
the Kinks very capable sound
looking, in a broader sense, at our
world. "This Time Tomorrow"
asks of the future, "A Long Way
From Home" questions monetary
values, "Apeman" (the Kinks new
single) is fun and a good laugh at
ourselves and "Powerman," on a
more serious note, glances at
Hitler, Mussolini, publishers, and
lobbyists.

••••••••••••••••••••••
•: BUDGET CLEANING :•
:

(You Press)

:

4 Pounds $1.00

•

•

FOR YOUR BETTER THINGS WE SUGGEST
OUR PROFESSIONAL CLEANING & PRESSING

:

•:
•

•• Maddux Dry Cleaners !
••e
•
•
•
••
•

409 First

(Next Door to Goofy's)

educational programming on
campus.
expanding its ed uca tiona l
KEWC-AM is entering the
programming to
Eastern 's second week of their contest, in
campus community, said Dave which dorm residents are eligible
Smeltzer, FM station manager.
to win prizes for answering a
·The program will run from 7:40 question. O'Brien said that the
a.m . to 4:30 p.m . and the station is station will make eight calls, from
now in the process of setting up a numbers picked at random, to
working program with the dorm rooms between 8:00 p.m.
individual departments.
and ipidnight.
"What we want to develop are
For answering the question
programs that would not only be of correctly, the contestant will win
interest and educational value to a prize like a pizza , a ga me of
our audience, but will be designed bowling, or others. O' Brien
for use by individual class emphasized tha t winners must
groups, " said Smeltzer.
pick up a coupon at the KEWC
The programs can be arranged studios, 2nd floor of the old SUB,
to be aired at specific times. "For within seven days to get their
example, if an economics pnze.
professor wishes to have a report
on nation's economic situation, he
can arrange it with the radio
station to have it on air during his
economics class, or a Shakespeare
series can be· put on air for the
English classes,"
explained
NOW AVAILABLE
Smeltzer.
This program can also be used
FOR
to publicize various e xperiments
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
and projects of conce rn to the
community. " If a biology
Vall'ey
professor is working on an
experiment, he can relate the
Porsche-Audi
progress of his experiment
Exclusive
through a program series," said
11
Inland Empire Dea ler
Smeltzer.
KEWC FM 1s currentl y
AT
broadcasting series of movie
critiques, book reviews, scientific
Valley Volkswagen
developments, and na tional affair
programs. Smeltzer said the new
ElOOOO Sprague WA 4-6900
series would mark a new trend in
FM is now in the process of

•

PORSCHEAUDI

I

SKI-ING VACATION
IN SWITZERLANl>--EASTER
Depart New York April 7th- Return April 15th or
Depart New York April 9th-Return A ril 17th.
ays n Y .
. - oun trip y comfortable Boeing 707 jet.
lodg ing at either the Posthot e l Garni or the M othotel Commerau
both in Chur. Twin-b edded room s wi th private bath o r shower and

WC.

Ski 'Lifts. Special Group Rates are bei ng negot iated for Ski lifts and
w e expect to b e ab le to offer day passes at a 50% discount.
Transfers. Klo the n A i rport (Zu rlch)- Chur-Gloten Airport with full
se r;1ices of couriers and all porterage.
Twin b edd ed room at N O EXT RA cost, p lus full Continental Breakfast ~nd Dinner throug ~out. A lso incl uded are all Foreign and
Ame r!ca n taxes and .s erv ice charges. The price also includes membE;r~h•.~ to the ~ng lo A merica Association for o ne year.
E_l1g_1bil1ty fo~ t~, s and o ther tr ips run b y the Anglo American Associat,?n are l1m1ted to students, staff, facul ty and their immediate
famtly .
M EMBERS OF THE A NGLO A M ERI CAN ASSOCIAT IO N are offered
cariou s charter fl ig hts from most ma jor points in t he United States
to Lo ndon du r ing t he summer as w el l as Student f lights with in
Europe. ~m p loym ent opportunities, Discounts Car Hire Facilities
Hotel Finders Service, Trave l Depa rtment.
'
'
For more info rmation on Ski-Ing vacations or membership please
write us at Head Office.

ANGLO-AMERICAN ASSOCIATIO N

60A, Pyle St.,
Newport, I.W.,
Hampshire, England
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Wed., Jan. 20, 1971

by Jeff Jord•n
S.,orts Editor

Savages Capture EVCO Le~d
The Eastern Washington
Savages vaulted into first place in
the Evergreen Conference on the
strength of a 87-64 victory over
Eastern Oregon Saturday night.
Eastern will be out to equal

I their win total for all of last
i
I season when they meet Western

=
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The length of a mans locks has been a burning question of the past
decade and now is entering into the world of the athlete. Just recently a.
U of W gymnist was suspended. In the past hair has been associated with
the "socially undesirable" but now that long air has become the style of
the day the athlete has started to let his locks creep down his neck.
The parents and coaches of today' s "jock" continue to affiliate hair
with Communists, drugs and freaks . This is very significant because it's
a sign of the times. The college people associate a man in uniform as
being a "pig", while the community at large shouts freak at the man
with long hair. Then politicians ask why all the unrest in college towns?
In amateur athletics people have performed in competition since .the ,
anicent Greeks. A man is judged by his ability and character as shown in
competition and not by his personal preferences in clothing and hair
style.
Styles change and so must the attitudes that go with it. An athlete is an
individual with his own personal goals and desires and in colle~e he is
not a professional, but an amatuer with school first and the sport

Montana tonight at 8 :05 in the
Fieldhouse. The Savages were 817 last year.

The Bulldogs of Dillon, Montana
will bring a 12-7 record into the
non-conf~rence clash and are
currently in first place in the
Frontier Conference.
The Savages scored victories
over Whitworth, 80-58, and
Eastern Oregon, 87-64. Friday St.
Martin's defeated Eastern, 90-82,
in a non-conference game .
This Friday and Saturday
Eastern faces what 'head coach
Jerry Krause termed " a very
important weekend," as the
Savages travel to Klamath Falls
Friday night for a game against
- - - - - -~sc~cPruul-- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - -- - -\:JI'egOn Tech---and Satur-day night
What college athletics needs today is not the polarization as can be visit Southern Oregon college at
seen in the political world but the understanding that has been its Ashland.
strength in the past.
Oregon Tech, although currently
in the cellar of the EvCo, boasts
•••••
the leading point producer in the
In case you haven't noticed Eastern's basketball team is currently in
conference in Mel Farris who is
first place. They are the highest scoring team in the conference and
averaging 30.1 points per game.
have a guy named Harris who you swear has eye::, in back of his head.
Ti1e Red Raiders of Southern
Something is lacking however, and that is student support for this
Oregon are 3-2 in conference play
outstanding ball club. If you' re a commuter from Spokane I assure you and are led by their 6-9 center
the fifteen minutes you spend <;>n driving out to Cheney will be well worth
Alle n Graves. Graves is averaging
your while.
12.7 points per conte st and 9.6
Tonight the Savages take on Western Montana . A week from Friday
two of the biggest games in Eastern basketball history will be played in rebounds a game.
~ wo wins this week would retain
the Fieldhouse when Ce ntral and Western visit.
the
Savages hold on first place and
If you have attended one of Eastern' s games you probably know that
no band is present for the games. There is a feeling among cheerleaders set the stage for the big weekend
and supporters alike, that even a brass drum would improve the January 29, and 30 when Eastern
enthusiasm. If anyone has information on getting some " sounds" for the plays host to Central Washington
and Western Washington .
games, please contact the Easterner or one of the cheerleaders.
Eastern played their best game
Evergreen Stan.dings
of
the season against Whitworth
Won
Lost
Pts.
0 / Pts.
All Games
last Wednesday according to
EWSC
3
0
267
205
7
7
Krause
.
cwsc
2
0
201
109
11

wwsc
soc

WHIT

EOC
OCE
OT!

2

2

J

256

219

9

4

3
2
2

2
2
3

335
284
362

350
267
378

5
6

7

2
0

3
5

389
350

403
503

6
1

9
7
7
7
10

Individual Basketball Statistics
Name
Anderson, Chris
Barnett, Steve
Barnette, Du ane
Buss, Randy
G amb le, Geo rg e
Harri s, Darryl
Hayden, Dave
M aggard , Ray
Picard , Bob
Dav is, Eric
Cow an, Jim'\.
Cave, Bud
Sooy, Gary
Kaurz, Dave
Eastern Totals
Opp. Tot,ds

G
9
14
14
14

14
14
14
12

5
12
5
4
5
I
14
14

FGA FGM PCT
33
14 43 .8
19 1
76 39.4
102
4 1 40 .4
172
98 56.7
161
79 49.6
157
58 36.9
177
72 40 .7
14 42.4
33
17
8 47.0
42
24 57. 1
9
18.0
I
100.0
8
I 14 .3
4
1 25.0
111 7 508 45.4
1025 451 44.0

FTA
FT
13
11
95
63
17
13
87
48
16
14
28
36
76
45
36
20
.;
10
16
tl
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
401 257
438 300

PCT AST
84.7
22
66 .4
33
12
76 .4
24
55. 1
47
87 .5

77.7

70

58 .8
55.5
40.0
50 .0

12
6
5

40.0

0
l
I
0

.0
.0

.0
64.1
68.5

II

244
143

REB
AVE
TP
39
8
.875
135
235
9 .600
95
8
.540
164 11 .700
244
172
1.100
16
49
144
3 .500
209
138
9 .800
2 .500
48
30
21
4.200
20
44
56
3.700
4
1.000
5
2
.000
0
2
.700
0
2
.000
0
644 46.0
1272
1206
635 45.3

advantage. Krause singled out the
" Dave Hayden had an
play of Steve Barnett who had 20 outstanding defensive game with
points in the first half and Darryl 13 rebounds and 5 blocked shots to
who had l2 assists and 7 . trigger the fast break," Krause
volunteered. ·

AVE
4.30
16.70
6.80
17.40
12.30
10.30
14.90
4.00
4.00
4.75
.80
.50
.40
2.00
90.7
86. 1

The defense was superb limiting
Whitworth to 58 points, well below
the Savages defensive average of
86.1 per contest. Steve Barnett
was high man for E astern with 22
points.
Kra use credited the loss F riday
night to the "spiritless" a ttitude
of the team.
"The offense was flat and we
just were not excited enough about
a non-conference game and
allowed the Saint's front court to
out rebound us, 70-54," Krause
said.

The Savage basketba llers made
a complete turn around Saturday
and annihilated the Eastern
Oregon Mountaineers, 87-64. At
one point in the second half
East ern raced to a 68-24

DUane Barnett gets two points off the fast break in the Savages 87-64
win over Eastern Oregon. Barnett is a senior letterman guard from
Middleton, Ohio. Chris Anderson looks on.

Girls Swim Team Eye Natls
Eastern's female swim team
will be in Portland Saturday for
the first dual swim meet with
Portland State University.
Eastern will be featuring an
eight or ·nine woman team, their
first meet at full strength. A fivegirl team was defeated by
Washington State. University team
of over 20 competitors. Eastern
had to forfeit four events.
Eastern has already q~,lified
for this spring's national
championships in the 200-yard

.

Eas t er n
P ortland
Community
F riday in a
Portland.

"However, this yea r, we are
probably stronger a nd certainly

• S 1 OFF SAT U RDA Y and SUN DA Y
and EV ERY HOLIDA Y
HALF - PRI CE RE N TAL a nd L ESSO N S
at mos t p arti c ipa ting ar eas.

TH E STUD ENT SKI E~
a w orthy s ub sc ript i on t o your g uid e
t o s tud e nt s kiing a nd spec i a I ra t es.
• 25 t o 40% di scount o n w ee kd a y s.

p.

g y mn as ts meet
State and La ne
College, of Eugene,
gymnastics meet at

Savage coach Dennis Lazzar
said Portland State is going to be
" .. .at least as strong and perhaps
stronger than they were last year,
when they beat us in the Pacific
Northwest Championships."

• H AL F - PR ICE LI FT TI CKETS
D uring t h e w eek at o v er 10 0 major
s k i area s.
West ern Area s li st e d
be l ow App l ication Bl a n k .

~.

I

I
I

JAC KASS
CRYSTAL
M O UN TAIN

•'It,•

S KI

OUTSTA N D IN G AREAS C LOSE TO YO UR. CA M PU S

D YES ! I'm r eady t o take adva ntage o f h a lf-pri ce s ki i n g,
r e nta l s and l esson s , PLUS a sea s o n' s s ubs c ri pt i on t o the
STUDE NT SK I ER. Enc lo s ed i s my $ 4 f o r my S tude nt Sk i
C ard good at ove r 100 N orth Ame ri can Sk i Ar ea s p lu s my
s ubscripti o n. V a lid for co ll ege , pr o f ess i o na l a nd grad u·
a t e schoo l s tud e nts O NLYI Ma k e c heck s pa ya ble t o the
Stude nt Ski A ssoc i ati o n.
Send me i nformation on t h e St ud e nt We s t Spri ng Car ·
n1ve l in Sq ua w V a ll ey .

O

I

I
I

M ai I ing Addr ess - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

•

C ity

St at e

Sc h oo 1- - - - - - - - - - - - Year _ _ __

I
I
I

•

I

B OWL I

I

.. . Brundage Mountains

more consistent than last yea r ,"
he said.
E astern' s next home meet will
be January 30th against Ea stern
Montana and Central Washington
at2 :00p.m .
' ' E .a s t e rn Montana h as
developed into a strong and fierce
rivalry," Lazzar said. "Last year
we beat Ea stern Montana by 1/500
of a point."
Eastern had beat Central two of
the last five times.

I

1---------------- - --- - -------•II
MT. S POKANE

yard backstroke.
The relay team consists of the
Banger sisters, Loupy Smith and
Linda Brandt. Teri Perrine, a new
addition to the relay team, is
expected to qualify as are other
team members in the weeks
ahead.
The national meet will be held at
Tempe, Arizona, in March. •

EW to Oregon Gym Meet

$4

•

freestyle relay and two individual
events.
Barb Banger qualified in the 50
and 100 yard breaststroke and
Beth Banger qualified in the 50

Yea r s Sl<i ing:- - - - . no ne,- - 1-2, -

- 3 - 4. - - rno r e

C ALI FO RN I A : - N EV ADA: A lpi n e Mead ow s (Ta h oe C itv).
Bea r V a lle y / Mt . Re b a, Bo r ea l Rid ge (Truckoe ), Ba dge r Pass
(Yose mit e ). D o nne r Ski Area (No rde n). Goldmin e (Bi g Bea r
La k e n ea r L. A .). Ho l id a y HII I (Wri g htwoo d n ea r L. A .), Jun e
M c unta in (J u n e La k e ) , Kr atk a Ridge ( L a C anad a n ear L.A.) ,
Mt . Sh asta Ski Bo wl lMt . Sh as t a ) Soq e Sp ring s (Sod a
Springs I, Squaw V a ll e y O l ymp i c v a f le y). Mt. Rose (Re no ) .
CO LOR A DO : - I DAHO:
Aspe n High la nd s (A spe n), Sk i
ldlewi ld (Wi nte r Pa rkj ,Sun l i ght ( G l e nwo od ~pring s ). Brun·
d a r e M o u'nto i n ( Mc Co 11 , Gr a nd Ta rg h ee ( Ort ggs). J ack ass
Sk Bow l (Ke llo g g),
WAS H I NGTON : - O REGO N : C ryst a l Mo unt ain (Enu mc l aw).
Mt. Pi l c huc k (G r ani t e Fa ll a ), Mt , Spok a ne (Spok an e ) . Sk i
Ac r es (Sn oqualmi e Passi, Sno Co untry ( St e v e n s Psss ),
H ood o o Ski Bow l ( Si s t e r s , Mu lt o r por ( G ove rnme nt Cam p).
Timber li n e L o dge ( Gov e rnment Ca mp ).
WYO MING ! - UTA H : J ackson H o l a (Tst cn Vi Hege ). Sno'.v
Kin g (Jac k son), Gr a ndTargh e e ( A l t a ) . So l itude (Br ig ht o n) .
P l us many more a reas in 16 oth er s t a t es a nd C ana d a .
Rental ond s ki sc hoo l di sco unt s o n a v a i l a bility b as i s.
H o l ida y s inc l ude - C hri s tmas an d N ew Yea r 's w eek s, a n d
a t the ar ea's di scr eti o n. Feb . , 2 . Washin gt o n 's Bi rthd ay
week e nd East e r w eek.

EW Poolmen to Host Western and GU
Eastern's swim team will host a
double-dual men's meet at the
Fieldhouse pool at 4: 30 this Friday
afternoon when Western
Washington State College and
Gonzaga University teams come
to Cheney.
The match with Western is a
regularly scheduled Evergreen
Conference meet and Gonzaga is
making up a previously cancelled
swim meet.
The Savages split the weekend

Keith S•mlw
matches at' Portland, defeating
Lewis and Clark, 66-45, Friday but
losing to Portland State
University, 83-49, Saturday. Lewis
and Clark is coached by Don
Schollander, former Olympic
Star.
Eastern coach Gene Lisiecke
was "well-pleased" with his

swimmers' performances over the
weekend.
Keith Semler was Eastern's
leading scorer, with two individual
wins in each meet plus his part
with the winning relay team in the
L-C meet. Semler won the 50 and
100 yard freestyle events both
days.
Tom Tigar won the 200 yard
freestyle in both matches and
topped the 500 yard freestyle
against Lewis an~ Clark. Tom
Stone was second in the latter
event.
Kevin Hill scored three wins
over the weekend, taking the 1,000
meter freestyle both days and
winning
the
200-meter
breaststroke against Portland
State.
Semler, Tigar, Hill and Brad
Olson comprise the winning 400yard freestyle relay team.
Don Freeman, Eastern's parttime diver and full-time gymnast,
won the three-meter diving event
a ainst Lewis and Cl
n
the one-meter .diving title against
Portland State.
Scott Thompson scored a win in
the 200-yard butterfly in Friday's
match.
Lisiecke was happy with Mark
McLaughlin, who picked up third
place in the breaststroke against
Portland State. "It was his first
scoring venture."
The 400-meter freestyle relay
was the deciding eyent in

Intramural Teams Compete
Eastem's intramural basketball
program is now in full swing, with
over fifty teams from on and off
campus competing.
Randy Auvil, co-ordinator of the
program has supplied the
Eastemer with the names of just a
few of the top teams up to this
point in the competition.
One of the leading teams is the
Fastbreak Five, who defeated the
Streeter Studs 76-18. The Gypsies,
lead by Jerry Swinkendorph,
N.A.I.A.
discus-throwing
champion, stomped the War
Eagles. Auvil attested to the
Gypsies' ability on the court:
''They have to be one of the
favorites, and they are extremely
big under the board."

Another noteworthy contest was
between Bill's Tavern and the
Turquois Turkeys. Bill's Tavern
came out ahead 65-15. Mother's
Oats ate up the Good.
Auvil pointed out: "These are
just some of the ball players and
clubs who are outstanding. We
may have overlooked some."
Intramural basketball schedules
are out for the next two weeks,
and team captains may pick them
up in the fieldhouse.

EW Grapplers
To Meet GU
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Portland's 24-meter pool. By
virtue of that win, Portland State
broke a 56-56 tie and won the
match. (In a relay, seven points
are subtracted from the· loser's
score and given to the winner.)
The Savages one win and three
losses so far this season will open
conference competition this
weekend against Western
Washington.

Springtime
Comes Early
Spring is here a~cording to
baseball Head Coach Ed Chissus
as Savage pitchers and catchers
have started workouts for the
upcoming season. The battaries
have been turning out for a week
and a half and Chissus announced
at

everybody

would

start

workouts January 25.
"Pitchers take longer to get
their arms in shape so that they
can throw at batting practice,"
said Chissus, when questioned why
pitchers started earlier.
Chissus, a recent inductee to the
NAIA Hall of Fame, spent last
spring visiting spring training
camps of major league ball clubs.
"It was a great experience
meeting the outstanding baseball_.,
people in the country. They are
glad to talk. to you and showed
great interest on rnJury
prevention,'' commented Chissus.
The Savage baseball mentor and
trainer for 18 years said that the
best way_ to keep away from
injuries is, " ...out of season
conditioning, weight training and
proper guidance by a coach.''
Chissus also said that the
Fieldhouse is a great asset to the
program, "We can get a full
infield and it's really true."

Bob Maplestone and Al Stallworth work out in the Fieldhouse as they
prepare for the NAIA Indoor Track Meet to be held in Kansas City,
Missouri, January %2 and 23. Maplestone is entered in the mile and
Stallworth in the 60 ya rd dash. If funds are approved long jumper Ed..___ _ _ __
Fisher may get a berth.

Women's Chan,pionship
Competition Scheduled
The third annual National Association for Health, Physical
Intercollegiate Track and Field Education, Recreation and
Championships for Women will be Athletics. A number of Olympic
held at Woodward Field May 14-15. hopefuls are expected to be
Dr. C. Peggy Gazette, chairman entered, Dr. Gazette said.
The May 14 all-day competition
of the womens' deapartment of
will
feature preliminaries and
physical education, and meet
semifinals.
The May 15 finals will
director, said last year's meet at
the University of Illinois drew be held in the afternoon.
The all-weather, rubber-asphalt
more than 200 competitors from 55
track
is expected to enable a
colleges and universities.
This year's meet at Eastern is number of records to fall ,
expected to be even larger and providing the weather cooperates,
many more entri~s from the Dr. Gazette said.
Field events include long jump,
Pacific Northwest are expected
shot put, discus, high· jump and
than in previous years.
javelin.
Track events are the 100-,
The ·meet is sponsored by the
220-,
440and 880-yard dashes ; 100Division of Girls' and Women's
and
200-meter
hurdles, mile run,
Sports of lhe American
440-yard relay, and 880-yard
medley relay .
Featured speaker at the Friday
evening banquet will be Nell
Jackson, a former Olympic
sprinter, now women's track and
Steve Barnett has ·be~n named field instructor at the University
the "Athlete of the Week" by the of Illinois. She will also be one of
Inland Empire Sports Writers and the top officials at the meet, Dr.
Broadcasters - at their weekly Gazette said.
Competitors and coaches will be
luncheon.
Barnett, senior co-captain for housed in Morrison Hall.
the Savage basketball team,
scored 64 points in three games
Now Handling
last week while leading Eastern to
first place in the Evergreen
Conference standings.
Barnett was also named the
Complete Car Servicing
recipient of the Mosman award for
his outstanding play . Jerry
Krause, head basketball coach,
commented, "Steve is very
deserving of both awards. Besides
his offensive talents Steve is an
excellent defensive ball player and
is always assigned the opponents
PH: 235-4655
301 FIRST
best front court man."

Athlete of the Week

Eastern's grapplers will be out
to end a three match losing streak
this Saturday when they travel to
Kennedy Pavilion for a meet with
Gonzaga at 2:00 p.m.
. The Savages dropped a duel
match 1with Big Bend last
Saturday 19-17. After falling
behind 19-3, Eastern won the last
The Annual Intramural Ski Meet four matches to narrow the
is slated for 9 a .m. February 6, margin of defeat to 2 points.
Scoring his seventh duel match
1971, on Mount Spokane. There
will be individual and team win in a row was Jerry Byrne at
167 pounds.
competition.
Three men or women will 118 DeLong (BB) p. Rees (E)
constitute a team, said Thorne 126 Conrad (E) d. Piercy (BB) 9-4
Tibbitts, director of intramurals. 134 Gonzales (BB) p. Claudio (E)
There will be open competition · 1420wen (BB) d. Hayward (E) 8-5
allowing any number of 150 Lane (BB) d. Kostecka (E) 8-2
contestants to compete. Entry 158Gunther (BB) d. Entzel (E) 6-2
deadline for the meet is 167 Byrne (E) d. Chapeski (BB) 5Wednesday, February 3. Entry 3
forms can be picked up at the 177 Jenks (E) d. Butterfield (BB)
intramural office in the 9-0
Fieldhouse, or at Mr. Tibbitts 191 Lee (E) d. Runyon (BB) 8-0
Steve Barnett
office in the new Physkal HVY Carter (E) p. Blain (BB)
Education Building.
All contestants will receive
chairlift tickets at half price.
There will be an organizational
meeting tomorrow night, Jan. 21,
at the field house for women's
basketball. Teams may practice if
desired.
'' Any woman interested in
REGULAR CHECKING-The' higher your balance the lower
bowling o.n Wednesday afternoons
your cost.
from 3:45 - 5:30 please contact Jim
ECONOMY CHECKING-A cost of 1Oc a check, recommended
Dike at Cheney Bowl (325-6278),"
for someone who writes few checks.
announced Thorne Tibbitts,
FIRSTLINE CHECKING-No service charge with $200 minidirector of intramurals. Bowling
mum in vour
account.
,
leagues can still be formed for
men and women by contacting Jim
Dike.
The Easterner wishes to stand
corrected. Pi Kappa Alpha were
the winners in over-all bowling
Cheney Branch
competition last quarter, not the
Primos as reported.

Intramural
Events Vary

~

-SERVICEFIRST BANK CHECKING
ACCOUNT PLANS

SEAnLE-FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

U-Haul Trailers
Gary's
Union
Station

s

e
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Child Care Center Head Readies For Spring
Tordis Busskohl, wife of James
Busskohl, English instructor, ha s
assumed her duties as director for
child care center due to open spring
quarter.
Mrs . Busskohl, a native of Norway ,
said the center will be for children of
students and will operate as a
nursery . Bruce Murray , assistant
program director of student
activities, who conceived the idea of a
care center, said , " We are hoping to
be able to use the old Catholic Church
rectory that now houses teaching
assistants for the English
department. " The building is located
on N. 5th Street between C and D
Streets.
If the English building becomes
available Mrs. Busskohl said a
maximum of 15 children can be

accommodated at any one time. She
said applications will be mad€.
available for student paren ts
sometime before spring quarter preregistration that ta ke s pla ce
February 16-26.
Since there will undoubtedly be
more children who parents want to
put in the care center Mrs. Busskohl
said a student advisory committee
will have to decide the criteria for
allowing children to be left in the
center.
The center will operate two
sessions between 8 :30 and 11 :45 a .m .
and 12:30 and 3:45 p.m . "This would
allow parents to take as many as
three classes," said Mrs. Busskohl.
Children between the ages of three
and five will be accepted in the
center.

The center may be free or a
minimal fee may be charged
according to ability to pay, said Mrs.
Busskohl.
Mrs . Busskohl forsees a dual role
for the child facility. " The center will
enable students to take day classes
and will function as a pre-educational
program for the children," she said.
Activities in the center will include
creative painting, clay work, sandbox
activities, dramatic play, rhythmic
activities and music as well as
stories. Other activities are also
planned but Mrs. Busskohl
emphasized the care program is not
tryi9g to compete on a level with such
well known programs as "Sesame
Street."
' ' We hope to broaden the
experience of the child who has not

had any involvement outside the
home, however,'' she explained.
Mrs. Busskohl , who was hired to
her position afte r screening by a five
member faculty advisory committee,
has impressive credentials. She has
over six years teaching experience in
Scandanavian countries and taught at
a school for mentally retarded
children in California for two and onehalf years.
She received her undergraduate
degree in pre-school education in
Norway. Other work includes studies
in Finland on a United Nations
scholarship to learn more about child
welfare.
Included among her teaching
credentials is teaching children
between the ages of three and seven
in a Norweign kindergarten.

Drivers Warned

Letters to the Editor
(Continued from Page 2)
would receive a number
corresponding to his birthday.
Each citizen with proper income
would receive a number according
to his birthday.
When a boy's number came up
and he was drafted the citizen with
the same number would be
drafted. The boy would report to
the service for training. The
citizen would be required to pay
the cost to the Government for hi s
co-number during hi s s tay in the
service.
In case the boy is killed , the
citizen would have to give up 80
per cent of hi s income for hi s life
to the Governm e nt an d at death
hi s estate would go to the
Government. If the boy is disabled
the citizen would be ob ligated to
pay the total cost of hospita l a nd
pension until death.
James E . McKeeha n

Ax To Grind
Dear Editor :
It should be pointed out that both
Paul Wilson and Dennis Brant
have an ax to gring with Bruce
Ellis and their attack is nothing
more than revenge . Because Mr.
Brant had no journali stic
ba ckground , Bruce Ellis voted
against hi s appointment to the
Publications Commis ion . Now
Mr. Brant is out for hi s pound of
flesh.
Mr . Wi lson is bent out of s hape
becau se he lo s t hi s unfair
advantage , of hi s vote counting 10
times as m uch as other stude nts,
when the new constit ution was
passed .
They should have at least pu t
things in the right order and
perspective in their outrageous
letter.
Ronald D. Kr uckenberg

provide Mr. Hill , through fees ,
with his salary.
Second , in common I think , with
s ubstantial numbers of other
stude nts I was harried by rumors
of an impending increase in
tuition . The amounts mentioned in
by presence varied from the
merely s taggering th rough the
unthinkable and peaked out in
figures which obviou ly needed
drastic di scounting , they have
been quoted by persons in states of
panic .
The two events seem to me to
have a bearing one upon the other;
the geometery of the relationship
of the first to the second is both
elliptical and classic .
M . s uggestion i thi : through
petition , referendum or whatever
mean s li e buri ed in the verbose
bowels of the A.S.B. constitution ,
let u initia te one minor cha nge in
the membership requirements of
the instituti on . Let's make A.S.B.
me mbers hip a purely voluntary
matter . As it now stands, we pay
OL r fees <among them the A. S. B.
membership fee l in one lump s um
as we are herded th rough the
co rra ls of registration . Under the
new system we would merel y a dd

Bus OK But ...
Ed itor :
As a Magic Bus commu ter I
would like to commend those
responsible for in itiating such a
needed servi ce.
Trying not to look a gift bus in
the generator, so to spea k, I
venture to make two suggestions.
At least one bus to Spokane a t
12 :40 would be we ll patronized I
am s ure . I would a lso suggest that

since the buses of Spokane City
Lines are not the speediest things
on the road, they leave Spokane
about five minutes earlier. As the
system now operates, the 7: 55 bus
does not get me to my 8: 40 class
on time.
I realize the system is still in its
trial period . I hope that these
suggestions are considered in
compiling the permanent
schedule.
Gina Tansy

Art Shows
The first student art show of the
qua rter will be presented in the
Pence Union Building gallery
beginning Monda y.
Herb Jones , Associa ted Studen ts
ac;tivities vice-president, said,
" I hope that we will be able to
display student work from time to
time in the gallery. This first show
is a result of a request made to m e
by Fred P loeger an art major."
Jones said Ploeger is expected
to present paintings .and other
work he ha s produ ced for the one
man show.

Students may only park their
cars in posted areas , warns A.S.
traffic court judge Pat O'Donnell .
Judge O'Donnell said that the
Board of Trustees has ruled that if
there are no signs in an area ,
parked cars will be given
citations.
He further explained that the
streets on campus are under the
jurisdiction of the City Of Cheney
and violations, including leaving a
car on the street overnight when
two or more inches of snow have
fallen , are handled by the Cheney
municipal court.
Judge O'Donnell said that
students have the right to appeal
his decisions to th e Cheney
municipal court, but fines levied
by the A.S. court, if paid in 24
hours, were one dollar. The
Che ney Municipal court usually
charged those found guilty five
dollars, he said.
Judge O'Donnell said that
ca mpus police have begun giving
tickets for a ll violations on
Monday a nd by Wednesday he had
200 cases to adjudicate.
Some of these tickets, however,
were carried over from last
qua rter.

COMING
•
JAN. 30, 1971 - 9 .. 12 P.M.

''

Voluntary ASB?
Editor,
The occasion of the distribution
of this quarter's first The
Easterner marked, for me, a
juxtaposition of events so unusual
as to be suggestive.
First, I was confronted with a
s traightforward news sto ry
detailing the extraordinary (even
bizarre) career of Clint Hill ; it
should not be necessary to
recapitulate the affair here .
Suffice it to say that the entire
sequence of events is enough to
provoke nausea among many who

TOM
MILLER

one more line to stand in, for those
who wi shed to do so.
Following this change, those
who so desired could continue to
hold meetings, attack one another
through obtuse parliamentary
means , pay one another whatever
salaries they saw fit , hold
entertainments (charging the rest
of us whatever the traffic might
bear ) a nd even purchase for one
another suitably crested blazers.
Those interested can sign an
initial petition, which I will try to
place in an accesible location .
They might even be a ble to turn
out over 50 per cent of the
membership in e lections!
Bruce 0 . Thomas

PUB BALLROOM
SEMI-FORMAL

NO CORSAGE

ADVANCE TICKETS-PUB and TWANKA

I WOULD LIKE

TO SEE ...

Athletics share of budget Regular visitation of onreduced from one-third of campus rep's to all the
total; Intramural programs dorms; Beer in the PUB;
increased.
Athletic teams raise money

to defray expenses; Publicity program by Council
to increase attendance; Passage of
credit-no-credit
option.

Re-Elect
TOM MILLER
On-Campus

District 7

